Find out how bad Anissa Kate can be in Bad Girls Lesbian Addiction pg. 02
Free DVD With Purchase!
*Offer valid only while supplies last.
Free DVD will automatically ship with any qualifying order.

40 Year Old Widow, A
Recently widowed bombshell, Alexis Fawx, discovers the secret life her husband hid from her when she encounters his former mistress! With Tina Kay.
1 hrs. 54 mins.
Dvd: 1958341 $23.99

40 Years Old, Temptations of a Married Woman
A wild ride of erotic thrills and possibilities falls into Mariska’s lap after her 40th birthday! With Liza Del Sierra.
1 hrs. 57 mins.
Dvd: 2535346 $23.99

40 Years Old, The Education of My Young Neighbor
Sexually confident mature babes show the cute little neighbor girl the art of hardcore seduction! With India Summer.
1 hrs. 59 mins.
Dvd: 2611467 $23.99

Luxure: Wife to Educate
Tired of their usual routine, Clea Gaultier is offered to a stranger by her hubby to live out her kinkiest fantasies! Featuring Elle Rose & more.
1 hrs. 56 mins.
Dvd: 2500930 $23.99

Clea, Desires of Submission
Clea is a perfect sub, but she only wants to be Jean’s sub -- the trouble is, Jean enjoys other subs as well. What can we do to fix this?
1 hrs. 52 mins.
Dvd: 2634625 $23.99

Pornochic Claire & Lana
A mansion dedicated to decadent pleasures, and several guests ready to indulge, await in this hot French flick! With Claire Castel, and more!
1 hrs. 39 mins.
Dvd: 2500928 $23.99

Scandal in the Locker Room
Liza Del Sierra plays an unscrupulous sports agent who has a way of winning over talent by fucking them like crazy! With Ella Hughes & more.
1 hrs. 45 mins.
Dvd: 2498346 $23.99

Bad Girls Lesbian Addiction
These chicks never miss an opportunity to enjoy one another’s hot bodies; if that makes them bad, I’d love to see what makes them good! Featuring Tiffany Tatum, Clea Gaultier, & more.
Dvd: 2647820 $23.99

Winner

Free DVD With Purchase!
*Offer valid only while supplies last.
Free DVD will automatically ship with any qualifying order.

Horse Rider, The
It’s an explosive mix when debt ridden Jessa Rhodes tries to save her horse farm while dealing with the attraction she feels to a billionaire she hates.
1 hrs. 54 mins.
Dvd: 1952619 $23.99

Liza, Busty Secretary
How do you keep office productivity humming along so efficiently? Find out when busty babe Liza Del Sierra takes charge while the boss is away!
1 hrs. 51 mins.
Dvd: 2634626 $23.99

Save $3 On Select Releases!
*Price as marked

Bad Girls Lesbian Addiction
These chicks never miss an opportunity to enjoy one another’s hot bodies; if that makes them bad, I’d love to see what makes them good! Featuring Tiffany Tatum, Clea Gaultier, & more.
Dvd: 2647820 $23.99

Luxure: Wife to Educate
Tired of their usual routine, Clea Gaultier is offered to a stranger by her hubby to live out her kinkiest fantasies! Featuring Elle Rose & more.
1 hrs. 56 mins.
Dvd: 2500930 $23.99

Pornochic Claire & Lana
A mansion dedicated to decadent pleasures, and several guests ready to indulge, await in this hot French flick! With Claire Castel, and more!
1 hrs. 39 mins.
Dvd: 2500928 $23.99

Scandal in the Locker Room
Liza Del Sierra plays an unscrupulous sports agent who has a way of winning over talent by fucking them like crazy! With Ella Hughes & more.
1 hrs. 45 mins.
Dvd: 2498346 $23.99

Call: 888.383.1880
Red-Hot Releases!

**Cock Teasin’ Handjob Hotties**
It’s all in the wrist, and these cum-hungry sluts have the best techniques for making you blow a sloppy load all over their bare fannies!
4 hrs.
DVD: 2657372 $12.99

**Luxure: Education of Married Women**
Lustful wives get an education in the fine art of perversity when their husbands bring home strangers! With Anna Polina, and more.
1 hrs. 42 mins.
DVD: 2654041 $19.99

**Teen Ladyboys #7**
Want to see the hottest barely legal trans sensations of Thailand but don’t want to leave home? That’s okay, cause Ed Hunter brings the action to you!
1 hrs. 51 mins.
DVD: 2644438 $24.99

**World of Bangbros: Interracial Threesomes Vol. 2**
Bald nympho Riley Nixon gets poleaxed by two hefty black meat sticks at once in this celebration of interracial 3somes!
2 hrs. 56 mins.
DVD: 2643719 $21.99

**Underworld**
Ts beauty Korra Del Rio and friends take their passions all across the racial spectrum in this hardcore release! With Lena Kelly and more.
2 hrs. 4 mins.
DVD: 2645433 $22.99

**In the Room: Watching My Stepmother**
You know your hot stepmother you wanna bang? She’s fucking her boyfriend in her room, but she left the door open for you to watch!
2 hrs. 22 mins.
DVD: 2648173 $21.99

**Tushy Raw V1**
Tushy goes RAW! Intense anal sex scenes with real passion and starring the most gorgeous buttfuck beauties on the planet. Starring Riley Reid, and more.
2 hrs. 51 mins.
DVD: 2653418 $26.99

**My Stepmother’s Panties 2**
All it took was a quick glimpse of those panties for daddy to know he’d like to get his hands under them, and his daughter isn’t complaining!
1 hrs. 37 mins.
DVD: 2654041 $19.99

**In the Room: Watching My Stepsister**
You know your hot stepsister you wanna bang? She’s fucking her boyfriend in her room, but she left the door open for you to watch!
2 hrs. 22 mins.
DVD: 2648173 $21.99

**WANT IT RAW?**
Legendary cocksmith Manuel Ferrara takes the asses of Abella Danger, Melina Mason, Savannah Bond and more just the way he likes to – hard, deep, and fucking raw!
4 hrs. 45 mins.
DVD: 2654049 $37.99

**In the Room: Watching My Stepsister**
You know your hot stepsister you wanna bang? She’s fucking her boyfriend in her room, but she left the door open for you to watch!
2 hrs. 22 mins.
DVD: 2648173 $21.99

**Proud Stag of a Sexy Vixen 2**
Hubby’s just proud a peacock to watch as his wife fucks the hell out of some stranger! Featuring Lisey Sweet, Dana Vespoli, and more.
2 hrs. 1 mins.
DVD: 2666166 $21.99

**World of Bangbros: Interracial Threesomes Vol. 2**
Bald nympho Riley Nixon gets poleaxed by two hefty black meat sticks at once in this celebration of interracial 3somes!
2 hrs. 56 mins.
DVD: 2643719 $21.99

**Raw 36**
Legendary cocksmith Manuel Ferrara takes the asses of Abella Danger, Melina Mason, Savannah Bond and more just the way he likes to – hard, deep, and fucking raw!
4 hrs. 45 mins.
DVD: 2654049 $37.99

**WOMEN SEEKING WOMEN Vol. 161**
The ladies are back and they’re actively seeking a playmate for this evening! Passionate lesbian seductions with AJ Applegate, and more.
2 hrs. 44 mins.
DVD: 2593215 $24.99

**Girlfriends Films**
For the fans who love girl-on-girl action.

**GENDER X**
TS beauty Korra Del Rio and friends take their passions all across the racial spectrum in this hardcore release! With Lena Kelly and more.
2 hrs. 4 mins.
DVD: 2645433 $22.99

Call: 888.383.1880
Best Sellers!

NURSES ANTHOLOGY
4 hrs.  DVD: 2587237 $24.99

CREAMPIE CUM FIESTA
At this fiesta it isn't sour cream dripping out of those pink tacos! 4 hours of pussies getting blasted full of that creamy white nut butter! 4 hrs.
DVD: 1725868 $12.99

CUM WAD FACED COCKSUCKERS
Big titted bang beauty Ella Knox gets a dripping face full of baby batter! 4 Hours of the hottest seed suckers getting a creamy face basting!
4 hrs.
DVD: 2546856 $9.99

CUTE SECRETARIES
You've never seen temptation this irresistible at the office before – or this willing to fuck on the clock! These cute secretaries take dick & dictation!
2 hrs. 24 mins.
DVD: 1957007 $24.99

GRANNIE'S LITTLE GIRL CRUSH
There's no pussy like fresh, young pussy - just ask granny! 2 hours of grannies showing teens the finer art of making their twats gush!
2 hrs.
DVD: 2604263 $24.99

LESBIAN ADVENTURES: STRAP-ON SPECIALISTS VOL. 14
Lesbian lovers put each other to the pipe when they test out some strap-ons! Featuring Jessa Rhodes, Dana Vespoli & more.
2 hrs. 4 mins.
DVD: 2597207 $22.99

LESBIAN CURVES 2: HARD FEMME
Director Courtney Trouble brings you the hottest, hard-edge all-girl scenes! Featuring Buxom Bella, Betty Blac, April Flores, and many more!
1 hrs. 35 mins.
DVD: 1704974 $8.99

LIVE SEX SHOW
Ready for the show? Shot before a live studio audience, this is porn with an edge! Featuring classic talent Nina Hartley, Jiz Lee, and April Flores.
1 hrs. 30 mins.
DVD: 1611933 $9.99

OFFICE NYMPHS 2
There's more ways than just doing your job to make the boss happy! Check out Ella Hughes opportunity for the fast track! Also with Julia Rocco & more.
3 hrs.
DVD: 1947420 $17.99

OFFICE Nymphs 2
There's more ways than just doing your job to make the boss happy! Check out Ella Hughes opportunity for the fast track! Also with Julia Rocco & more.
3 hrs.
DVD: 1947420 $17.99

INTERRACIAL ICON VOL. 10
When one BBC just isn't enough Lena Paul calls on her boyfriend's equally hung pals to give her a ride on the old midnight train! With Riley Reid.
2 hrs. 45 mins.
DVD: 2604244 $26.99

INTERRACIAL ICON VOL. 10
When one BBC just isn't enough Lena Paul calls on her boyfriend's equally hung pals to give her a ride on the old midnight train! With Riley Reid.
2 hrs. 45 mins.
DVD: 2604244 $26.99

BLACKED

ON SALE

ONLY 50 LEFT!

2 DISCS

3 DISCS

ON SALE

OFFICE Nymphs 2
There's more ways than just doing your job to make the boss happy! Check out Ella Hughes opportunity for the fast track! Also with Julia Rocco & more.
3 hrs.
DVD: 1947420 $17.99

OFFICE Nymphs 2
There's more ways than just doing your job to make the boss happy! Check out Ella Hughes opportunity for the fast track! Also with Julia Rocco & more.
3 hrs.
DVD: 1947420 $17.99

TWENTY, THE: SELF PLEASURING 2
Twenty of the hottest porn babes take business into their own hands, and you get to watch every gasping moment of it! With Jennifer White.
9 hrs. 52 mins.
DVD: 2557079 $21.99

Call: 888.383.1880

Online Prices May Vary
TWENTY, THE: FAMILY LOVE 3
Julia Ann, Adriana Chechik and friends “keep it in the family” with over 9 hrs of sibling seduction! Also with Elsa Jean, Shay Fox and many more.
9 hrs. 30 mins.
DVD: 2549696 $18.99

16 HOURS OF DOUBLE PENETRATION 3
Diabolic video brings us even more of that sweet DP! Starring Tia Sweets, Sophie Dee, and more getting air locked in all their holes!
16 hrs.
DVD: 2515107 $21.99

16HRS PURE LESBIAN 3
Grab a big bite of some mouthwatering scenes of lesbian lust! Featuring pure pussy teasing from Jayden Jaymes, Jayden Cole, Kendra Lust, and more.
16 hrs.
DVD: 2639965 $24.99

20 HOURS OF CUCKOLDS
A boiling hot collection of wives getting their wet holes filled with anonymous cock while hubby watches dejectedly! With Lisa Ann, and many more.
20 hrs.
DVD: 2617240 $24.99

ANALIZED 4-PACK
Nothing says ass quite like this 4-pack containing Big Ass Round Asses, Big Anal Asses, Big Latina Titts, and more!
9 hrs. 34 mins.
DVD: 2554804 $29.99

BLACK COCK LOVERS VOL. 2
Some women just have a taste for dark chocolate, including Bobbi Starr, Aurora Snow, Andi Anderson, Tony Lane, Cassidy Blue, and many more!
20 hrs.
DVD: 2509030 $24.99

BANG BROS BIG TITS 4-PACK
You just hit the big titty bonanza with this 4-pack containing Big Titts Round Asses, Big Tit Creampie, 40, Big Latina Titts 12, and more!
14 hrs. 32 mins.
DVD: 2548435 $29.99

BROTHERS FUCKING THEIR STEPSISTER
Stepbrothers just can’t get enough of riding their step-sisters in the collection of Vol. 6 - 10 of the series!
9 hrs. 32 mins.
DVD: 1947846 $21.99

BIG TIT T GIRLS COLLECTOR PACK
4 discs of honking tit- ties on the hottest Tgirls! Set includes: Big Titty Transsexuals Vol. 13, 15, 18, and 20. Big tits and hard dicks!
16 hrs.
DVD: 2509730 $24.99

BROTHERS FAVORITE FATTIES
Rodney Moore’s favorite fatties, including Bobbi Starr, Aurora Snow, Andi Anderson, and many more.
8 hrs. 57 mins.
DVD: 2521942 $29.99

COLLECTOR PACK
5 smash hits from Smash Pictures full of teen fuck- ery, including: Prom Night Virgins, The Sleepover, Whale Tail 6, Bus Stop Girls, and Bus Stop Girls 2.
11 hrs. 6 mins.
DVD: 2656169 $29.99

PURE LESBIAN 3
Grab a big bite of some mouthwatering scenes of lesbian lust! Featuring pure pussy teasing from Jayden Jaymes, Jayden Cole, Kendra Lust, and more.
16 hrs.
DVD: 2617240 $24.99

ENDLESS CREAM PIES 4 DISC COLLECTOR PACK
Gallons of gloppy, dripping syrupy discharged pussies await in this 4-pack that includes: Chocolate Fudge Cream Pie #2 and more.
9 hrs.
DVD: 2657365 $21.99

FEVERED SISTERS
A boiling hot collection of sisters in the collection of Stepbrothers just can’t get enough of riding their step-sisters in the collection of Vol. 6 - 10 of the series!
9 hrs. 32 mins.
DVD: 2509030 $24.99

FUCK MY BIG TITTED WIFE #2 5-PACK
Horny wives offer up 5 discs of tit fucking, cum basting fun! Set includes: Fuck My Big Titted Wife Vol. 6-10. Get juggy with it!
11 hrs. 18 mins.
DVD: 2641423 $29.99

GHETTO GIRLS 5-PACK
Tons of easy-banging hoodrats get a gonzo fuck courtesy of So-Cal hustler Joe Pusher in this 5-pack of his favorite block skanks getting boned!
15 hrs.
DVD: 2533387 $24.99

HORNY HOUSE HUNTERS 5-PACK
Becca Bop, Avy Scott, and many more get even more of that sweet pussy teasing from Jayden Jaymes, Jayden Cole, Kendra Lust, and more!
20 hrs.
DVD: 2548435 $29.99

OLD-TIMERS
A boiling hot collection of old-timers! Featuring pornstars like Mimi, Nikki, and many more.
12 hrs.
DVD: 2509030 $24.99

OLDER/YOUNGER 4-PACK #47
4 titles of solid all-girl action, including: Lesbian House Hunters Part 6, Road Queen Part 21, Lesbian Tutors 3, and Lesbian Seductions 57.
8 hrs. 57 mins.
DVD: 2521942 $29.99

PIE #2
4-pack that includes: Big Titty Bonanza 2, Big Titty Transsexuals Vol. 13, 15, 18, and 20. Big tits and hard dicks!
16 hrs.
DVD: 2548435 $29.99

PURE LESBIAN 4-PACK
Including pure anally-fixated titles, a 4-pack of nothing but pure anally-fixated titles, and more!
6 hrs.
DVD: 2548435 $29.99

RODENY MOORE’S FAVORITE FATTIES
Rodney Moore has a sweet spot for the fatties, and it definitely shows in this 5-pack of his favorite pudgy pounding scenes! Flabby fun!
9 hrs. 54 mins.
DVD: 2549846 $29.99

VCA CLASSICS: BEST OF THE 90S
Experience the hottest whores of the 90’s in this 16 hour collection showcasing the top names from the era of screeching dial-up modems!
16 hrs.
DVD: 2560469 $23.99

VIRGINS, THE SLEEPOVER, WHALE TAIL 6, BUS STOP GIRLS, AND BUS STOP GIRLS 2
11 hrs. 6 mins.
DVD: 2656169 $29.99

VOL. 2 BLACK COCK LOVERS
Busty black women fingered, sucked, and nailed by white men.
DVD: 2509030 $24.99

YOUNG SWEET MUFFINS 4-PACK
These muffins are moist and ready to eat in this 4-pack containing the first 4 volumes of the series. Starring Tori Black, and more! Yummy!
13 hrs. 55 mins.
DVD: 2518443 $23.99

YOUNG SWEET TUTORS 4-PACK
Experience the hottest whores of the 90’s in this 16 hour collection showcasing the top names from the era of screeching dial-up modems!
16 hrs.
DVD: 2560469 $23.99

YUMMI BUNMI
4-pack containing the first 4 volumes of the series.
11 hrs. 6 mins.
DVD: 2509030 $24.99

YUMMI BUNMI 4-PACK
4-pack containing the first 4 volumes of the series.
11 hrs. 6 mins.
DVD: 2509030 $24.99

YUMMI BUNMI VOL. 1-4 5-PACK
4 volumes of the series.
11 hrs. 6 mins.
DVD: 2509030 $24.99

YUMMI BUNMI VOL. 5-8 5-PACK
4 volumes of the series.
11 hrs. 6 mins.
DVD: 2509030 $24.99

YUMMI BUNMI VOL. 9-12 5-PACK
4 volumes of the series.
11 hrs. 6 mins.
DVD: 2509030 $24.99

YUMMI BUNMI VOL. 13-16 5-PACK
4 volumes of the series.
11 hrs. 6 mins.
DVD: 2509030 $24.99

YUMMI BUNMI VOL. 17-20 5-PACK
4 volumes of the series.
11 hrs. 6 mins.
DVD: 2509030 $24.99
**BUNDLES**

**NORMALLY $21.99 PER MOVIE**

**YOU SAVE OVER $40 ON THESE LIMITED-TIME-ONLY BUNDLES!**

**6-PACKS**

**NORMALLY $29.99**

**NOW ONLY $24.99!**

(You save $5!)

**BLACK LUST 4-PACK**

Ebony goddesses indulge all your interracial fantasies in this 4-pack containing Black Lust Vol. 2 - 5. Starring Britney White, and many more. 8 hrs. 18 mins.

**DVD: 2661311 $26.99**

**FACIALS WICKED 6-PACK**

Every pop tart deserves a little frosting! Check out the cream-basted faces of Kagney Linn Karter, Chanel Preston, Lexi Belle, and many more! 24 hrs.

**DVD: 2604258 $24.99**

**PURE ANAL PLEASURE 4-PACK**

Deep, soul-touching sodomy and hot girls combine to make this one hot 4-pack of anal excitement! Includes Pure Anal Pleasure Vol. 1, 2, 4 & 5.

8 hrs. 12 mins.

**DVD: 2661310 $26.99**

**THREESOME FANTASIES FULFILLED 4-PACK**

Everyone’s fantasies get fulfilled in this hardcore 4-pack of flicks! Includes: Threesome Fantasies Fulfilled Vol. 4, 5, 6, and 9.

7 hrs. 3 mins.

**DVD: 2661309 $26.99**

**GIRLS WHO LIKE BIG DICKS 6-PACK**

There’s a whole lotta big dick to go around, and that suits the cock craving sluts in this 6-pack just fine! Starring Julia Ann, and more.

24 hrs.

**DVD: 2531415 $24.99**

**ORGY 6-PACK**

It’s a fucking free-for-all with Wicked’s hot 6-pack featuring nothing but orgies! 87 scenes full of holes getting plundered! With Kaylani Lei, and more!

24 hrs.

**DVD: 1971525 $24.99**

**YOUNG GIRL SEDUCTIONS 4-PACK**

Sweet teens take their first hesitant steps to getting completely dicked down in this 4-pack! Includes: Young Girl Seductions Vol. 7 - 10.

10 hrs. 19 mins.

**DVD: 2661308 $26.99**

**STORMY YEARS, THE 6-PACK**

6 of Stormy Daniels’ greatest releases in one set, including: Divorcees, Operation Tropical Stormy, The Predator, Taken, Two, and Last Night.

13 hrs. 54 mins.

**DVD: 1971524 $24.99**

**LICKETY LICK**

2 hrs. 6 mins.

**DVD: 2640790 $23.99**

**GORGEOUS WOMEN UP-CLOSE AND PERSONAL**

1 hrs. 54 mins.

**DVD: 1900777 $23.99**

**GORGEOUS WOMEN UP-CLOSE AND PERSONAL 3**

2 hrs. 33 mins.

**DVD: 1915277 $23.99**

**STORMY YEARS, THE 6-PACK**

6 of Stormy Daniels’ greatest releases in one set, including: Divorcees, Operation Tropical Stormy, The Predator, Taken, Two, and Last Night.

13 hrs. 54 mins.

**DVD: 1971524 $24.99**

**BOLD & Beautiful WOMEN FROM AZIANI**

**GET ALL 3 FOR $53.97**

(you save $18!)

**BUNDLE ID: 2658993**

**ONL Y $23.99 EACH**

Or get all 3 and save!
The plumber may have fixed the pipes, but he left mom with a cum-dripping snatch! Rachael Cavalli, Brooklyn Chase, Aubrey Black, and more star as creampie loving MILFs overflowing with jizz!

3 hrs. 6 mins.
DVD: 2661635 $22.99

**NEW STUDIO: MYLF**

**STEAMY LESBIAN 4HR COMPS ONLY $14.99 EACH!**

**BONUS!!**

**GET ANY 2 FOR ONLY $12.99 EACH**

**OR ANY 3+ FOR ONLY $9.99 EACH!**

**MOMDRIPS**

Summertime Clam Bake!
SEX TOYS

CLIMAX: CLITORAL STIMULATION GEL
- 2 PER PACK
External-use gel designed to intensify female orgasms!
SEX TOY: 2660749 $11.95

ROCK IT RINGS: VIBRATING C-RINGS
- 2 PER PACK
Rock on & hard with 2 powerful vibrating cock rings!
SEX TOY: 2497290 $11.95

X5 MEN - POUND ME DEEP - MOCHA
A realistic vaginal and anal fuck toy with multi-speed vibrations!
SEX TOY: 2625360 $130.95

FLESHLIGHT KIIROO LAUNCH
BLUETOOTH-ENABLED RECHARGEABLE AUTOMATIC STROKING MACHINE
The future is now!
SEX TOY: 2648047 $249.99

FUCK MY BIG FAT TITTIES
Not just fun to look at, these jiggly boobs give a nut-busting titty-fuck!
SEX TOY: 1580998 $271.95

FLESHLIGHT GIRLS - KARMA - LANA RHoades
Experience the tight thrill of Lana Rhoades' asshole!
SEX TOY: 2554440 $79.95

HARD: SUPER STRETCHY C-RINGS
- 2 PER PACK
Stretchy cock rings designed to accommodate any size girth!
SEX TOY: 2497274 $8.95

SILKY: A SILICONE PERSONAL GLIDE
Thick, non-evaporating formula keeps you slick!
Great for massage!
SEX TOY: 2660750 $6.95

B-VIBE ANAL TRAINING & EDUCATION SET
Add anal play to your repertoire with this beginners set!
SEX TOY: 2655327 $150.99

SHOTS BOLD ELECTROSHOCK JEWEL BUTT PLUG
Add a remote controlled jolt to your anal playtime!
SEX TOY: 2600577 $75.95

HEAT: SOYBEAN WAX AND COCONUT OIL MASSAGING CANDLES - 2 PER PACK
2 sensual, all-natural candles.
SEX TOY: 2497289 $11.95

SMOOTH: AN H2O INFUSED LUBRICANT
A slick, non-sticky, water-based lube to keep you moving along!
SEX TOY: 1923827 $6.95

UNDER CONTROL THRUSTING AND HEATING ANAL PLUG WITH REMOTE CONTROL - BLACK
Warm and quivering!
SEX TOY: 2657819 $68.95

OPTIMUM POWER GRIP-N-STROKE VIBRATING MASTURBATOR
Get the sweet spot every time with the perfect grip
SEX TOY: 2657818 $86.95

FLESHLIGHT GIRLS - KARMA - LANA RHoades
Experience the tight thrill of Lana Rhoades' asshole!
SEX TOY: 2554440 $79.95

LAST: A DURATION SPRAY
- FIVE 2ML. BOTTLES
This set will keep the passion going as long as you want!
SEX TOY: 1896638 $11.95

VIBE: VELVETY SOFT-TOUCH BULLET VIBRATORS - 2 PER PACK
contains 2 super-powered, vibrating bullets!
SEX TOY: 2497293 $9.95

ANAL LUBE - NATURAL - 4.75 OZ.
Anti-bacterial numbing agent allows for comfortable anal antics!
SEX TOY: 20854 $12.95

PROLONGING DELAY CREAM FOR MEN - 2OZ.
Benzocaine infused cream lets you keep the action going!
SEX TOY: 1710448 $7.95

JO H2O PERSONAL LUBE - 8 OZ.
Super soft, super lubricating, and super easy to clean up. Water based lube at its finest.
SEX TOY: 1909022 $12.95

SEX TOYS

WORKS WITH MOST FLESHLIGHT DESIGNS!

ALREADY HAVE ONE? TAKE IT TO THE NEXT LEVEL!

WORKS WITH MOST FLESHLIGHT DESIGNS!

WORKS WITH MOST FLESHLIGHT DESIGNS!
GRAB THIS HAND-PICKED SELECTION OF SCENES FROM GIRLFRIENDS FILMS
for fine folks with good hearts and curious minds

FOR ONLY $16.99!

(POPORN EXCLUSIVE)
Refinement is overrated! These chicks play nasty! Enjoy the finger-licking best lesbian scenes Girlfriends Films could put to DVD, EXCLUSIVELY for Poporn!
7 hrs. 3 mins.
Dvd: 2550510 $16.99

BEST IN XXX, THE
16 HRS.
Dvd: 1696847 $19.99

BREAST FED
16 HRS.
Dvd: 1782806 $19.99

BUSTY LESBIANS
16 HRS.
Dvd: 1667844 $19.99

CREAM OF THE CROP
16 HRS.
Dvd: 1638592 $19.99

CREAM OF THE CROP
16 HRS.
Dvd: 1790515 $19.99

LESBIAN LOVE
16 HRS.
Dvd: 1721462 $19.99

BLESSING MUSCLE
16 HRS.
Dvd: 1755246 $19.99

CREAM OF THE CROP
16 HRS.
Dvd: 1772010 $19.99

BEST IN XXX, THE
16 HRS.
Dvd: 1696847 $19.99

BREAST FED
16 HRS.
Dvd: 1782806 $19.99

BUSTY LESBIANS
16 HRS.
Dvd: 1667844 $19.99

CREAM OF THE CROP
16 HRS.
Dvd: 1638592 $19.99

CREAM OF THE CROP
16 HRS.
Dvd: 1790515 $19.99

LESBIAN LOVE
16 HRS.
Dvd: 1721462 $19.99

BLESSING MUSCLE
16 HRS.
Dvd: 1755246 $19.99

CREAM OF THE CROP
16 HRS.
Dvd: 1772010 $19.99
**CLASSIC SMUT FROM THE GOLDEN ERA OF PORN!**

**Offer valid for pages 18 & 19 only.**
For qualifying orders, change the price of each item to $10 on the order form.

**ONLY **$19.99** EACH!**
**GET ANY 3 FOR **$30**!**

1. **AUNT PEG ULTIMATE MILF**
   - 1 hrs. 43 mins.
   - DVD: 1526403 $19.99

2. **DEVIL IN MISS JONES, THE**
   - 1 hrs. 7 mins.
   - DVD: 15855 $19.99

3. **HOT & SAUCY PIZZA GIRLS**
   - 1 hrs. 7 mins.
   - DVD: 170273 $19.99

4. **SEX SLAVES OF SATAN 2**
   - 1 hrs. 39 mins.
   - DVD: 1775697 $19.99

5. **SUMMER IN HEAT**
   - 1 hrs. 30 mins.
   - DVD: 1327780 $19.99

6. **UNTAMED, THE**
   - 1 hrs. 17 mins.
   - DVD: 1765831 $19.99

7. **AUNT PEG ULTIMATE MILF**
   - 1 hrs. 43 mins.
   - DVD: 1526403 $19.99

8. **DEVIL IN MISS JONES, THE**
   - 1 hrs. 7 mins.
   - DVD: 15855 $19.99

9. **HOT & SAUCY PIZZA GIRLS**
   - 1 hrs. 7 mins.
   - DVD: 170273 $19.99

10. **SEX SLAVES OF SATAN 2**
    - 1 hrs. 39 mins.
    - DVD: 1775697 $19.99

11. **SUMMER IN HEAT**
    - 1 hrs. 30 mins.
    - DVD: 1327780 $19.99

12. **UNTAMED, THE**
    - 1 hrs. 17 mins.
    - DVD: 1765831 $19.99

13. **CALIFORNIA GIGOLÓ**
    - 1 hrs. 10 mins.
    - DVD: 1159821 $19.99

14. **DIRTY WESTERN, A**
    - 1 hrs. 4 mins.
    - DVD: 1187042 $19.99

15. **SEVEN SEDUCTIONS OF MADAM LAU, THE**
    - 1 hrs. 19 mins.
    - DVD: 17442 $19.99

16. **SEX WORLD**
    - 1 hrs. 25 mins.
    - DVD: 29311 $19.99

17. **THOROUGHLY AMOROUS AMY**
    - 1 hrs. 16 mins.
    - DVD: 1319000 $19.99

18. **DEBBIE DOES DALLAS**
    - 1 hrs. 24 mins.
    - DVD: 18394 $19.99

19. **EXPENSIVE TASTES**
    - 1 hrs. 15 mins.
    - DVD: 1765909 $19.99

20. **SEX SLAVES OF SATAN**
    - 2 hrs.
    - DVD: 1409700 $19.99

21. **SHAUNA GRANT: THE EARLY YEARS**
    - 1 hrs. 16 mins.
    - DVD: 1835004 $19.99

22. **TOO MUCH TOO SOON**
    - 1 hrs. 34 mins.
    - DVD: 1765917 $19.99

23. **CALIFORNIA GIGOLÓ**
    - 1 hrs. 10 mins.
    - DVD: 1159821 $19.99

24. **DIRTY WESTERN, A**
    - 1 hrs. 4 mins.
    - DVD: 1187042 $19.99

25. **SEVEN SEDUCTIONS OF MADAM LAU, THE**
    - 1 hrs. 19 mins.
    - DVD: 17442 $19.99
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    - DVD: 29311 $19.99

27. **THOROUGHLY AMOROUS AMY**
    - 1 hrs. 16 mins.
    - DVD: 1319000 $19.99

28. **DEBBIE DOES DALLAS**
    - 1 hrs. 24 mins.
    - DVD: 18394 $19.99

29. **EXPENSIVE TASTES**
    - 1 hrs. 15 mins.
    - DVD: 1765909 $19.99

30. **SEX SLAVES OF SATAN**
    - 2 hrs.
    - DVD: 1409700 $19.99

31. **SHAUNA GRANT: THE EARLY YEARS**
    - 1 hrs. 16 mins.
    - DVD: 1835004 $19.99

32. **TOO MUCH TOO SOON**
    - 1 hrs. 34 mins.
    - DVD: 1765917 $19.99
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Adultempire
BLUE PILL MEN 3
Once these old geezers get it up, there’s no getting it down again until they dip their wrinkled old cocks into some fresh young pussy! With Sally Squirt. 3 hrs. 41 mins. DVD: 1975609 $24.99

DAMN, YOU’RE HAIRY! 6
Man, it’s a jungle down there, but don’t worry - you’ve got experienced bush-man Rodney Moore to guide you through the thicket! With Angelina Smith. 1 hrs. 39 mins. DVD: 2587580 $22.99

FATHER UNLEASHED, A
Chloe Cherry finds out why you shouldn’t try on sexy outfits in front of her step-dad and his pervy brother in this totally taboo hardcore feature! 1 hrs. 49 mins. DVD: 2646601 $25.99

PERFECTLY TRIMMED BUSH 6
Perfectly groomed little thickets entice you in for a taste! Featuring the well-manicured crotches of Riley Reid, Dillion Harper, and more. 1 hrs. 53 mins. DVD: 2534451 $18.99

MY DAD, YOUR DAD VOL. 2
Fucking dad is just way too taboo for these teens. They opt for the next best thing instead - by fucking each other’s dads! With Kenna James. 1 hrs. 57 mins. DVD: 2555932 $22.99

ROYAL BUSH: HAIR TO THE THRONE
Grandpa is seriously one popular guy with his teen-age granddaughter and her friends! They’re all smiles after a weekend visit with the old stud! 2 hrs. 7 mins. DVD: 2534643 $18.99

18+ LESBIAN ON SALE
Amateur twat-riding teens diddle their girly parts until they can’t hold back their explosive orgasms anymore! Featuring sapphic bliss with Juliana. 1 hrs. 40 mins. DVD: 2632997 $23.99

LESBIAN BDSDM
You find out who’s in charge pretty quick in these all-girl BDSM games featuring lots of kinky hardcore action! Starring Kenzie Reeves, Kendra Spade, & more. 1 hrs. 40 mins. DVD: 2625153 $19.99

SCISSORING
Over 5 hours of all girl pussy-to-pussy rubbing action! Featuring Angelina White, Anya Olsen, Mercedes Carrera, Dana DeArmond, Katie Morgan, and many more! 6 hrs. 5 mins. DVD: 2593213 $22.99

WEEKENDS AT GRANDPAS 7
Grandpa is seriously one popular guy with his teen-age granddaughter and her friends! They’re all smiles after a weekend visit with the old stud! 2 hrs. 7 mins. DVD: 2534643 $18.99
ASIAN ANGELS VOL. 2
The sexiest Asian sluts on the face of the Pacific are all here on this 4 hour set! With Mia Tan, London Keyes, Jessica Bangkok, and many more! 4 hrs. DVD: 2632677 $14.99

ASIAN FUKING NATION #7
Glamorous Asian sluts get down to the filthy play we love seeing, including anal reaming, double penetration, and of course cum-dripping facial. 3 hrs. 6 mins. DVD: 2635813 $24.99

CREAMPIE DIARIES
Shockingly sexy stories of cream-filled taboo! Busty Lela Star gets a sperm injection from her best friend's son! With Britney Amber, Kissa Sins, & more. 3 hrs. 9 mins. DVD: 2605721 $23.99

CUM IN MY CUNT 3
No one gets outta these pussies until they get a fat jizz injection! Featuring cum-crawling cuties Kiara Cole, Natalia Queen, Kenzie Madison, and more. 2 hrs. 45 mins. DVD: 2639664 $21.99

30 BEST CUMSHOTS 2
A collection of hot teens who didn't evacuate the blast radius quickly enough. Featuring 30 sexy young cum-dripping amateurs eager for even more! 2 hrs. DVD: 2618555 $21.99

FABULOUS FACIALS
Cum-coated amateur faces are the best, and there's a ton of jizz covered faces in this flick! With Camille Black, Frey Von Doom, Lexi Jaxon, and more. 1 hrs. 57 mins. DVD: 2592893 $22.99

TEEN FACIALS 4 - NEW SENSATIONS
Stunning exotic beauties cater to your every naughty fantasy! Featuring Brenna Sparks, Saya Song, Ember Snow, Cindy Starfall, London Keyes, & more. 5 hrs. 13 mins. DVD: 2529488 $18.99

GIANT DICKS IN ASIAN CHICKS 3
Petite Asian fuckers get beefed by some huge salmon! In this case, bigger is always better! With Vina Sky, Jade Kush, Kendra Spade, and more. 1 hrs. 44 mins. DVD: 2605972 $19.99

TEEN FACIALS 4 - MY XXX PASS
Babysitting may be their game, but once the kids are asleep taking a snootch full of jizz becomes the new pastime! With Alina Lopez & more. 1 hrs. 54 mins. DVD: 2616125 $19.99

FILL MY WIFE
Meat-hungry MILFs become the center of attention in a gangbang that leaves them fucked, filled, and fed with loads of heavy cream! With Texas Patti. 2 hrs. 19 mins. DVD: 2561687 $22.99

VCA CLASSICS: FACIAL BLASTS FROM THE PAST
4 hours of the finest classic porn beauties getting a face basting! Featuring Houston, Nina Hartley, Kelly O'Dell, and more. 4 hrs. DVD: 2648685 $15.99

FILLING UP THE BABYSITTER 2
Babysitting may be their game, but once the kids are asleep taking a snootch full of jizz becomes the new pastime! With Alina Lopez & more. 1 hrs. 41 mins. DVD: 2616125 $19.99

TEEN FACIALS 4
Ever wanted to find out how to milk a nut? Teen cock chugger Nikki Next and friends will show you how it's done and get a face glazing at the same time! 1 hrs. 54 mins. DVD: 1975070 $22.99
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BUY MORE
SAVE MORE

BUY 3
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LUXURE: WIVES TO SHARE
1 hrs. 45 mins.
DVD: 1770084 $17.99

MILF BANGED
2 hrs. 47 mins.
DVD: 168478 $17.99

NAUGHTY NANNY DIARIES
1 hrs. 27 mins.
DVD: 1519774 $17.99

PRISON
1 hrs. 35 mins.
DVD: 1710879 $17.99

SEDUCTIVE GIRLS
2 hrs. 7 mins.
DVD: 1550449 $17.99

TATTLE TALE
1 hrs. 30 mins.
DVD: 1552275 $17.99

RUSSIAN INSTITUTE:
LESSON 14
1 hrs. 37 mins.
DVD: 1554051 $17.99

SEDUCTIVE GIRLS
2 hrs. 7 mins.
DVD: 1650449 $17.99

SOLITARY DESIRES
1 hrs. 48 mins.
DVD: 1684460 $17.99

TATTLE TALE
1 hrs. 30 mins.
DVD: 1552275 $17.99

YASMINE
NURSES IN TRAINING
1 hrs. 24 mins.
DVD: 1456972 $17.99

LUXURE: WIVES TO SHARE
1 hrs. 45 mins.
DVD: 1770084 $17.99

MARRIED WOMAN:
The Call of Lust
1 hrs. 46 mins.
DVD: 1748740 $17.99

MODERN ROMANCE
2 hrs. 20 mins.
DVD: 1680544 $17.99

OFFICE ENCOUNTERS
1 hrs. 41 mins.
DVD: 1570733 $17.99

RIGHT AMOUNT OF WRONG
1 hrs. 46 mins.
DVD: 1704722 $17.99

SOLITARY DESIRES
1 hrs. 48 mins.
DVD: 1684500 $17.99

WIFE NEXT DOOR
1 hrs. 55 mins.
DVD: 1673020 $17.99

RUSSIAN INSTITUTE:
LESSON 14
1 hrs. 37 mins.
DVD: 1554051 $17.99

PLEASURABLE MOMENTS
1 hrs. 46 mins.
DVD: 1691601 $17.99

SUPER SOAKED SLUTS
2 hrs. 7 mins.
DVD: 1668203 $17.99
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1 hrs. 24 mins.
DVD: 1456972 $17.99

MASSAGE SCHOOL:
DROPOUTS
2 hrs. 19 mins.
DVD: 1735096 $17.99

MY SLUTTY WEEKEND
2 hrs. 1 mins.
DVD: 1653178 $17.99
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YASMINE
NURSES IN TRAINING
1 hrs. 24 mins.
DVD: 1456972 $17.99
A collection devoted to bringing you the hottest black sluts in porn showing off what they’ll do for a load! Featuring Ana Foxxx, Jenna Foxx, Maya Bijou, Alexis Avery, and Gia Vendetti.
2 hrs. 54 mins.
**DVD: 2644697 $22.99**

SAVE $2!